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The Life Story Interview Nov 23 2019 This volume provides specific suggestions for
preparing for and carrying out a life story interview. It places the life story
interview into a wider research context before moving on to planning and then
conducting the interview. Finally, the book deals with the issues of transcribing
and interpreting the interview.
Interviewing for Qualitative Inquiry Feb 07 2021 Engagingly written, this book
builds the reader's skills for conducting in-depth interviews designed to address a
particular research question. With an emphasis on the dynamics of the research
relationship, Ruthellen Josselson artfully demonstrates the steps of a successful
interview. Each step is illustrated with excerpts from interviews on diverse
topics. The book describes how to structure interviews effectively, develop
questions that elicit meaningful narratives, cultivate skills for empathic
listening and responding, avoid common pitfalls, and deal with problems that
develop in an interview. Pedagogical Features *Practice exercises adapted from
Josselson's popular workshops. *Annotated examples of "good" and "bad" interviews.
*A chapter on interviewing dos and don'ts. *Appendices with interview aids, sample
follow-up questions, and a sample consent form.
Understanding and Using Health Experiences Oct 27 2022 Improving patient
experience is a global priority for health policy-makers and care providers. This

book critically examines the various ways in which people's experience of health
and healthcare can be recorded, analysed and therefore improved.
Interviewing in Social Science Research Feb 25 2020 What is interviewing and when
is this method useful? What does it mean to select rather than sample interviewees?
Once the researcher has found people to interview, how does she build a working
relationship with her interviewees? What should the dynamics of talking and
listening in interviews be? How do researchers begin to analyze the narrative data
generated through interviews? Lee Ann Fujii explores the answers to these inquiries
in Interviewing in Social Science Research, the latest entry in the Routledge
Series on Interpretive Methods. This short, highly readable book explores an
interpretive approach to interviewing for purposes of social science research.
Using an interpretive methodology, the book examines interviewing as a relational
enterprise. As a relational undertaking, interviewing is more akin to a two-way
dialogue than a one-way interrogation. Fujii examines the methodological
foundations for a relational approach to interviewing, while at the same time
covering many of the practical nuts and bolts of relational interviewing. Examples
come from the author’s experiences conducting interviews in Bosnia, Rwanda, and the
United States, and from relevant literatures across a variety of social scientific
disciplines. Appendices to the book contain specific tips and suggestions for
relational interviewing in addition to interview excerpts that give readers a sense
of how relational interviews unfold. This book will be of great value to graduate
students and researchers from across the social sciences who are considering or
planning to use interviews in their research, and can be easily used by academics
for teaching courses or workshops in social science methods.
Emotion and Discourse in L2 Narrative Research Aug 13 2021 This book examines the
interactional management of emotionality in second language autobiographical
interview research. Advancing a discursive constructionist approach, it offers a
timely methodological and reflexive perspective that brings into focus the dynamic
and dilemmatic aspects of interviewee and interviewer identities and experiences,
and it makes visible the often unexpected and unseen consequences for the research
project and beyond. The author weaves together critical discussion and empirical
analysis based on longitudinal, narrative-based research with adult immigrants from
Southeast Asia living in the US and Canada. This interdisciplinary book will be
compelling reading for students, researchers, and others interested in emotion,
narrative, discourse, identity, interaction, interviews, and qualitative research.
Qualitative Interviewing Aug 01 2020 The 2nd edition of this work has been
completely rewritten to add new examples & to better integrate the presentation of
topics. Readers will see how the choice of topic influences question wording & how
the questions asked influence the analysis.
Qualitative Research Interviewing Aug 25 2022 `Wengraf provides a comprehensive
theoretical and practical guide to the planning, conduct, and interpretative
analysis of data by semi-structured interviewing methods. Forthright and frank in
his comments about the limitations and practical implications of varying choices
which investigators have to make in designing their research projects. Reading this
text is like having a tough but expert and caring mentor who wants you to do the
best research possible, but will not hesitate to tell you when your ideology and
assumptions skew that possibility' - Vincent W Hevern, Le Moyne College, USA Unique
in its conceptual coherence and the level of practical detail, this book provides a
comprehensive resource for those concerned with the practice of semi-structured
interviewing, the most commonly used interview approach in social research, and in
particular for in-depth, biographic narrative interviewing. It covers the full
range of practices from the identification of topics through to strategies for
writing up research findings in diverse ways.
How History Gets Things Wrong Sep 21 2019 Why we learn the wrong things from
narrative history, and how our love for stories is hard-wired. To understand

something, you need to know its history. Right? Wrong, says Alex Rosenberg in How
History Gets Things Wrong. Feeling especially well-informed after reading a book of
popular history on the best-seller list? Don't. Narrative history is always, always
wrong. It's not just incomplete or inaccurate but deeply wrong, as wrong as
Ptolemaic astronomy. We no longer believe that the earth is the center of the
universe. Why do we still believe in historical narrative? Our attachment to
history as a vehicle for understanding has a long Darwinian pedigree and a genetic
basis. Our love of stories is hard-wired. Neuroscience reveals that human evolution
shaped a tool useful for survival into a defective theory of human nature. Stories
historians tell, Rosenberg continues, are not only wrong but harmful. Israel and
Palestine, for example, have dueling narratives of dispossession that prevent one
side from compromising with the other. Henry Kissinger applied lessons drawn from
the Congress of Vienna to American foreign policy with disastrous results. Human
evolution improved primate mind reading—the ability to anticipate the behavior of
others, whether predators, prey, or cooperators—to get us to the top of the African
food chain. Now, however, this hard-wired capacity makes us think we can understand
history—what the Kaiser was thinking in 1914, why Hitler declared war on the United
States—by uncovering the narratives of what happened and why. In fact, Rosenberg
argues, we will only understand history if we don't make it into a story.
Narrative Research in Health and Illness Sep 14 2021 This comprehensive book
celebrates the coming of age of narrativein health care. It uses narrative to go
beyond the patient's storyand address social, cultural, ethical,
psychological,organizational and linguistic issues. This book has been written to
help health professionals andsocial scientists to use narrative more effectively in
theireveryday work and writing. The book is split into three, comprehensive
sections;Narratives, Counter-narratives and Meta-narratives.
The Active Interview Jun 23 2022 The interpretive turn in social science has taken
the interview and turned it upside down. Once thought to be the pipeline through
which information was transmitted from a passive subject to an omniscient
researcher, the new "active interview" considers the interviewer and interviewee as
equal partners in constructing meaning around an interview event. This changes
everything - from the way of conceiving a sample to the ways in which the interview
may be conducted and the results analyzed. In this brief volume, James A. Holstein
and Jaber F. Gubrium outline the differences between the active interview and the
traditional interview and give novice researchers clear guidance on conducting an
interview that is the rich product of both parties. Students and professionals who
use qualitative methods in the fields of sociology, anthropology, communication,
psychology, education, social work, gerontology, and management will find The
Active Interview to be a helpful and cogent guidebook.
Handbook of Interview Research Nov 16 2021 Aimed at professionals in market
research and journalism as well as researchers, academics and students, this
handbook is both an encyclopedia providing discussions of methodological issues and
a story of a particular tale of interviewing.
The SAGE Handbook of Interview Research Jan 26 2020 The new edition of this
landmark volume emphasizes the dynamic, interactional, and reflexive dimensions of
the research interview. Contributors highlight the myriad dimensions of complexity
that are emerging as researchers increasingly frame the interview as a
communicative opportunity as much as a data-gathering format. The book begins with
the history and conceptual transformations of the interview, which is followed by
chapters that discuss the main components of interview practice. Taken together,
the contributions to The SAGE Handbook of Interview Research: The Complexity of the
Craft encourage readers simultaneously to learn the frameworks and technologies of
interviewing and to reflect on the epistemological foundations of the interview
craft.
Narrative Research Oct 15 2021 A concise volume aimed at researchers and academics

in sociology, anthropology, psychology and interpersonal communication.
Narrative Methods for the Human Sciences Jun 30 2020 “Cathy Riessman is the
leading figure in narrative research and her new book is a delight. Covering basic
issues of transcription and research credibility as well as visual data and
engagingly written, it is a goldmine for students and researchers alike. If we want
to make narrative research serious and revealing, it is to this book that we should
turn.” —David Silverman, Professor Emeritus, Goldsmiths' College, University of
London "Narrative Methods for the Human Sciences provides an accessible framework
for researchers — to analyse narrative texts with confidence, empathy, and
humility. —NARRATIVE INQUIRY “This is a terrific book. Cathy Riessman has an
encyclopedic knowledge of this field and of the participants in it. This breadth
and depth of knowledge is abundantly clear throughout the book.” —Susan Bell,
Bowdoin College “This book has been a great source of inspiration to me and my
students, not only for its methodological clarity, but also for the spirit of
social activism it engenders.” —Ian Baptiste, The Pennsylvania State University
"Narrative Methods for the Human Sciences is an essential starting point for both
students and experienced researchers interested in using narrative analysis in
applied or other contexts. Written with admirable clarity, an engaging style, and
supported by detailed examples of analysis, the book outlines the main
methodological issues and approaches within the exciting and fast-developing field
of narrative research. Even researchers already familiar with narrative methods
should find the presentation of thematic, structural, dialogic/performance, and
visual forms of analysis a fruitful stimulus to new research endeavours.” —Brian
Roberts, University of Central Lancashire, U.K. “I just had to thank you for paving
the path for us new and 'hopeful' narrative researchers. I have been a student of
both your books on narrative analysis, and want to thank you for your guidance from
your work, and also your latest book Narrative Methods for the Human Sciences. This
work and the references you have chosen for us have helped me immensely during this
time in my doctoral program, especially as I enter into the analysis phase.” —Maria
T. Yelle, nursing doctoral candidate, University of Wisconsin-Madison Narrative
Methods for the Human Sciences provides a lively overview of research based on
constructing and interpreting narrative. Designed to improve research practice, it
gives a detailed discussion of four analytic methods that students can adapt.
Author Catherine Kohler Riessman explains how to conduct the four kinds of
narrative analysis using model studies from sociology, anthropology, psychology,
education and nursing. Throughout the book, she compares different approaches
including thematic analysis, structural analysis, dialogic/performance analysis,
and visual narrative analysis. The book helps students confront specific issues in
their research practice, including how to construct a transcript in an interview
study; complexities of working with materials translated from another language;
defining narrative segments; relating text and context; locating oneself as the
researcher in a responsible way in an inquiry; and arguing for the credibility of
the case-based approach. Broad in scope, Narrative Methods for the Human Sciences
also offers concrete guidance in individual chapters for students and established
scholars wanting to join the “narrative turn” in social research. Key Features
Focuses on four particular methods of narrative analysis: This text provides
specific diverse exemplars of good narrative research, as practiced in several
social science and
Doing Interviews Dec 25 2019 This is a concise introduction to the richness and
scope of interviewing in social science research, teaching the craft of interview
research with practical, hands-on guidance. Incorporating discussion of the wide
variety of methods in interview-based research and the different approaches to
reading the data, this book will help you to navigate the broad field of
qualitative research with confidence and get out there and start collecting your
data.

Doing Qualitative Research Differently May 22 2022 This is both a `how to' book
and one that critically reviews many of the assumptions, claims and methods of
qualitative research. Applying a psycho-social understanding of subjectivity to
research practice involves conceptualising researcher and researched as coproducers of meanings in the research relationship. The authors use the notion of
the "defended subject" to indicate that people will defend themselves against any
anxieties in the information they provide in a research context. To interpret
interviewees' responses should entail developing a method in which narratives are
central, as should a strategy of interpretation in which interviewees' free
associations are given precedence over narrative coherence. The author
Life History and Narrative Jul 20 2019 Narrative inquiry refers to a subset of
qualitative research design in which stories are used to describe human action.
This book contains current ideas in this field of research, and will be of interest
to qualitative researchers.
Narrative Analysis Dec 17 2021 "People tell stories to help organize and make
sense of their lives. In the past, their narratives have often been torn apart by
social scientists looking for themes, variables, and specific answers to specific
questions. But in recent years, the development of narrative analysis has given
life to the study of the narrative as a form of information for social research.
Why are they constructed as they are? How does one dissect a narrative to
understand the lived experience of the narrator? What steps can the researcher take
to translate these tales and life stories into usable research? This book provides
a detailed primer on the use of narrative analysis, its theoretical underpinnings
and worldview, and the methods it uses."--[Source inconnue]
Using Narrative in Social Research Jun 11 2021 'Jane Elliott's examination of the
use of "narrative" within the broad context of social science inquiry is a mustread for both qualitative and quantitative researchers, novice and expert alike' Journal of Advanced Nursing `This important book does an impressive job of
synthesising a complex literature and bringing together both qualitative and
quantitative methods of narrative analysis. It will become a milestone in the
development of narrative methods. Although ground-breaking in many ways, it is very
clearly written and accessible to readers from a wide variety of backgrounds and
methodological experience' - Nigel Gilbert, University of Surrey `An elegantly
written, scholarly and accessible text. Jane Elliott shows a sophisticated
appreciation of contemporary methodological developments, and makes a persuasive
case for the use of narrative approaches in both qualitative and quantitative
research. The book challenges and advances debates about combining methods, and
shows how stories can work within and across conventional research boundaries. It
is a truly original contribution to the literature' - Amanda Coffey, Cardiff School
of Social Sciences `An outstanding book. Jane Elliott breaks new ground by
demonstrating to new generations of social scientists how the power of narrative
can fruitfully be harnessed in social research. This is a "must read" book' Professor Mike Savage, University of Manchester This is a lucid and accessible
introduction to narrative methods in social research. It is also an important book
about the nature, role and theoretical basis of research methodology in general.
Jane Elliott instructs the reader on the basic methods and methodological
assumptions that form the basis of narrative methods. She does so in a way that is
practical and accessible and in a way that will make the book a favourite with
students and experienced researchers alike. Elliott argues that both qualitative
and quantitative methods are characterised by a concern with narrative, and that
our research data can best be analyzed if it is seen in narrative terms. In
concrete, step-by-step terms she details for the reader how to go about collecting
data and how to subject that data to narrative analysis, while at the same time
placing this process in its wider theoretical context. She works across the
traditional quantitative/qualitative divide to set out the ways in which narrative

researchers can uncover such issues as social change, causality and social
identity. She also shows how the techniques and skills used by qualitative
researchers can be deployed when doing quantitative research and, similarly, how
qualitative researchers can sometimes profit from using quantitative skills and
techniques. "This book provides both a fascinating and a challenging read. What
sets this text apart from other books on research methodology and methods is that
it does not focus exclusively on either quantitative or qualitative research
approaches, but rather attempts to bridge the divide. The book should be compulsory
reading not only for those aspiring to undertake narrative research and those
students undertaking higher degree research courses, but also for those more
experienced researches wishing to explore contemporary issues in research methods
and methodology. As a recent recruit to a lecturer-practitioner post with little
recnt experience in the subject area covered by this book, i found it met my needs
very well. I would certainly recomment this book for purchase." Dr Andrew
Pettipher, University of Nottingham, UK.
Evidence-based Child Forensic Interviewing Apr 21 2022 Interviewers face a dilemma
when questioning children in a forensic context--an inherent mismatch between the
needs of the legal system and the capabilities of young children. This is
especially problematic when legal decisions with potentially serious consequences
depend on the results of the interview, such as in cases involving eyewitness
memory, divorce, and allegations of abuse and neglect. Without accommodations to a
child's developmental level, interviews can result in false reports,
miscommunication, and misinterpretation, despite an interviewer's best intentions.
Evidence-based Child Forensic Interviewing addresses this discrepancy and presents
an innovative approach to close the gap by providing the scaffolding, structure,
and guidance children need to perform optimally. Created by Drs. Karen J. Saywitz
and Lorinda B. Camparo and outlined in this guide, the Developmental Narrative
Elaboration (DNE) Interview is an evidence-based step-by-step process and set of
techniques for forensic contexts designed to help children ages 3-12 accurately
tell as much as they can about their experiences and perceptions. The DNE is
comprised of a developmentally sensitive core template and optional techniques that
can be embedded at the interviewer's discretion as cases unfold. This book reviews
the relevant research and then, with sample language, transcripts, and suggested
activities, details a three-phased interview with examples. This empirically
supported guide is designed to meet the needs of both novice and seasoned
professionals in mental health, social service, law enforcement, and the legal
system when children's input is needed for legal and social-service decision
making.
Understanding Narrative Inquiry Sep 02 2020 Understanding Narrative Inquiry: The
Crafting and Analysis of Stories as Research is a comprehensive, thought-provoking
introduction to narrative inquiry in the social and human sciences that guides
readers through the entire narrative inquiry process—from locating narrative
inquiry in the interdisciplinary context, through the philosophical and theoretical
underpinnings, to narrative research design, data collection (excavating stories),
data analysis and interpretation, and theorizing narrative meaning. Six extracts
from exemplary studies, together with questions for discussion, are provided to
show how to put theory into practice. Rich in stories from author Jeong-Hee Kim’s
own research endeavors and incorporating chapter-opening vignettes that illustrate
a graduate student's research dilemma, the book not only accompanies readers
through the complex process of narrative inquiry with ample examples, but also
helps raise their consciousness about what it means to be a qualitative researcher
and a narrative inquirer in particular.
Interview Hero Jul 12 2021 Are you tired of losing job offers at the interview
stage? Sick of memorizing worn-out answer templates that make you feel like a fraud
at best or a total douche at worst? Ready to start loving interviews instead of

hating and fearing them?In this conversational and life-changing book, Angela Guido
teaches you how to inspire people with your true story, ups and downs and all.
While the other applicants will bore the interviewer to tears with their canned
responses and pretense of perfection, you will entertain, engage, and connect. That
will make you the most likeable candidate, the one your interviewer champions
behind closed doors. Interview Hero teaches you¿¿New mindsets that transform
interviews from painful interrogations to enjoyable conversations ¿Deep
storytelling skills so you can relate your life's accomplishments as inspiring
narratives without a trace of arrogance¿A step-by-step process to examine your
experiences and construct your personal best answers to all the major interview
question types ¿Techniques to build and maintain confidence before and during the
interview so you can win the offerRemember, heroes aren't born heroes. They become
heroes. Read on to become an Interview Hero today.
What is Narrative Research? Mar 28 2020 This book is available as open access
through the Bloomsbury Open Access programme and is available on
www.bloomsburycollections.com. Narrative research has become a catchword in the
social sciences today, promising new fields of inquiry and creative solutions to
persistent problems. This book brings together ideas about narrative from a variety
of contexts across the social sciences and synthesizes understandings of the field.
Rather than focusing on theory, it examines how narrative research is conducted and
applied. It operates as a practical introductory guide, basic enough for first-time
researchers, but also as a window onto the more complex questions and difficulties
that all researchers in this area face. The authors guide readers through current
debates about how to obtain and analyse narrative data, about the nature of
narrative, the place of the researcher, the limits of researcher interpretations,
and the significance of narrative work in applied and in broader political
contexts.
Psychological Therapy for Paediatric Acquired Brain Injury Aug 21 2019 Children,
young people and families living with an acquired brain injury (ABI), whether
through accident, illness, injury or abuse, are rarely offered psychological
therapy, and yet the benefits of such interventions can be profound. This important
new book, providing a selection of practice examples and insights from frontline
practitioners, will be essential reading for any paediatric therapist or clinician.
Beginning with a "life story" of the brain where emphasis is placed on how brain
development is fundamentally related to its environment, the book offers key
background knowledge before showcasing the core topics of assessment, psychological
formulation and intervention. It features a range of therapeutic models, includes
direct and indirect work, group work and family therapy, with settings varying from
inpatient neurorehabilitation to community work and the transition to education.
The long-term needs of those in the criminal justice system are also addressed. The
closing chapters focus on the debate around effective outcome measurement and
outline a vision for better services. Elevating the voices of our children, young
people and families living with ABI, this pioneering book will provide
practitioners with the confidence to work collaboratively across a range of
children and young people with disorders of consciousness or communication to those
with behaviour that challenges others to manage. It offers new ways to understand
both children’s pasts and their futures, and will be essential reading for anyone
in the field.
The Handbook of Narrative and Psychotherapy Dec 05 2020 The narrative turn in
psychotherapy entails practitioners seeing their work as appreciating client
stories and helping clients re-author their life stories. Twenty-one chapters,
presented by Angus (York U., UK) and McLeod (U. of Abertay Dundee, UK) bring
together different strands of thinking ab
What is Qualitative Interviewing? Nov 04 2020 This book is available as open
access through the Bloomsbury Open Access programme and is available on

www.bloomsburycollections.com. What is Qualitative Interviewing? is an accessible
and comprehensive 'what is' and 'how to' methods book. It is distinctive in
emphasising the importance of good practice in understanding and undertaking
qualitative interviews within the framework of a clear philosophical position.
Rosalind Edwards and Janet Holland provide clear and succinct explanations of a
range of philosophies and theories of how to know about the social world, and a
thorough discussion of how to go about researching it using interviews. A series of
short chapters explain and illustrate a range of interview types and practices.
Drawing on their own and colleagues' experiences Holland and Edwards provide real
research examples as informative illustrations of qualitative interviewing in
practice, and the use of a range of creative interview tools. They discuss the use
of new technologies as well as tackling enduring issues around asking and listening
and power dynamics in research. Written in a clear and accessible style the book
concludes with a useful annotated bibliography of key texts and journals in the
field. What is Qualitative Interviewing? provides a vital resource for both new and
experienced social science researchers across a range of disciplines.
The Problem-Centred Interview Apr 09 2021 This book provides the first English
language account of the interview method known as the PCI. Offering a way of
collecting knowledge by means of involving people actively in the research process,
the interviewer takes the role of a well-informed traveller. With careful
preparation and planning, the interviewer sets out with priorities and
expectations, but the story the interviewer tells about his journey depends on the
people encountered along the road. Novice and experienced interview researchers
across the social, educational and health sciences will find this an invaluable
guide to conducting interviews. Andreas Witzel is senior researcher (retired) at
the University of Bremen and former director of the Bremen Archive for Life Course
Research. Herwig Reiter is senior researcher in the Department of Social Monitoring
and Methodology of the German Youth Institute in Munich.
Doing Interview Research Apr 28 2020 If you want to use interview methods in your
research project but are not sure where to start, this book will get you up and
running. With hands-on advice for every stage of the social research process, it
helps you succeed in every step, from understanding interview research through to
designing and conducting your study and working with data. The book: Discusses
eight methods of interviewing in-depth, including semi-structured interviews,
narrative interviews, focus groups and online interviews. Features over 75 case
studies of real interview research from across the globe, including Australia,
Canada, Germany, Norway, the Philippines and South Africa. Spotlights strategies
for conducting ethical, inclusive research, including indigenous research
approaches. Packed not only with learning features - including learning objectives,
checklists of questions to ask yourself at every stage of your project, practical
exercises to help you put your learning into practice and further reading so you
can broaden your knowledge - it is also supported by online resources such as
annotated transcripts and videos of mock interviews to empower any social science
student to use interview research methods with confidence.
Qualitative Researching with Text, Image and Sound Feb 19 2022 `This excellent
text will introduce advanced students - and remind senior researchers - of the
availability of a broad range of techniques available for the systematic analysis
of social data that is not numeric. It makes the key point that neither
quantitative nor qualitative methods are interpretive and at the same time
demonstrates once and for all that neither a constructivist perspective nor a
qualitative approach needs to imply abandonment of rigor. That the chapters are
written by different authors makes possible a depth of expertise within each that
is unusually strong' - Susanna Hornig Priest, Texas A&M University; Author of
`Doing Media Research' Qualitative Researching with Text, Image and Sound offers a
unique resource for today's social researcher. This practical handbook provides a

comprehensive and accessible introduction to a broad range of research methods with
the objective of clarifying procedures, good practice and public accountability.
Following an introduction which discusses quality and quantity, and how these
relate to issues of representation and knowledge interests in social research, the
book is organized into four parts: · Part I covers different ways of collecting
data and different types of data relating to text, image and sound: corpus
construction, individual and group interviewing, narrative and episodic
interviewing, video and film, and bemetology. · Part II introduces the main
analytic approaches for text, image and sound: classical content analysis,
argumentation, discourse, conversation analysis, rhetoric, semiotics, analysis of
moving images, and of noise and music - each includes an introduction with examples
and step-by-step advice on how to do it. · Part III covers computer-assisted
analysis - including computer-assisted qualitative data analysis and key-word-incontext analysis. · Part IV addresses issues of good practice, looking at problems
and fallacies in interpretation and develops quality criteria for qualitative
research. This book provides researchers with the skills and knowledge to make the
appropriate choices between different methods, types of data, and analytic
procedures, and gives examples and criteria of good practice for each one. It will
be essential reading for students and researchers across the social sciences.
Narrative Inquiry Mar 20 2022 "This Pocket Guide to narrative inquiry will present
the method's major theoretical underpinnings; rationales for use of narrative
research methods within life history and case study frameworks; primary strategies
for eliciting, listening to, and transcribing first-person oral narratives;
prevailing analytic frameworks for analysis of such data; ethical considerations
and Institutional Review Board-related challenges in narrative inquiry; and issues
pertaining to trustworthiness and theoretical and empirical generalization. The
author, an esteemed researcher, will illustrate concepts from her on-going
narrative investigation of abusive and neglectful mothers who lost and regained
custody of their children within one impoverished community, a useful site from
which to discuss issues of memory, trauma, context and process, and narrative
truth. References to exemplary published narrative studies of questions of concern
to social work practitioners in the areas of psychotherapy, child welfare practice,
and organizational/community practice, for example, will also be included. The
volume is designed, in short, to address the issues an investigator would need to
consider in order to develop a narrative inquiry: questions of theory, method, and
meaning. Yet, it is not proscriptive. It will focus on the topical areas an
investigator should address when planning a narrative study, and it provides a
summary of two or three ways in which scholars have answered each one. This
approach recognizes the connections among epistemology, features of social work
problems, and method that defy simple categorization and acknowledges the emergent
and interdisciplinary nature of narrative inquiry."--Provided by publisher.
The Life Story Interview Sep 26 2022 First-person narratives are a fundamental
tool of the qualitative researcher. This volume provides specific suggestions and
guidelines for preparing and executing a life story interview. Robert Atkinson
places the life story interview into a wider research context before elaborating on
planning and then conducting the interview. Finally, the book deals with the issues
of transcribing and interpreting the interview. The author provides a sample life
story interview in the appendix.
Seeing Ghosts May 30 2020 AN NPR BOOKS WE LOVE 2021 PICK * A TIME MUST-READ BOOK
OF 2021 PICK * A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2021 * A HARPER'S BAZAAR BOOK YOU
NEED TO READ IN 2021 * A TOWN & COUNTRY BEST BOOK OF 2021 PICK * A FORTUNE BEST
BOOK OF 2021 PICK For readers of Helen Macdonald and Elizabeth Alexander, an
intimate and haunting portrait of grief and the search for meaning from a singular
new talent as told through the prism of three generations of her Chinese American
family. Kat Chow has always been unusually fixated on death. She worried constantly

about her parents dying---especially her mother. A vivacious and mischievous woman,
Kat's mother made a morbid joke that would haunt her for years to come: when she
died, she'd like to be stuffed and displayed in Kat's future apartment in order to
always watch over her. After her mother dies unexpectedly from cancer, Kat, her
sisters, and their father are plunged into a debilitating, lonely grief. With a
distinct voice that is wry and heartfelt, Kat weaves together a story of the
fallout of grief that follows her extended family as they emigrate from China and
Hong Kong to Cuba and America. Seeing Ghosts asks what it means to reclaim and tell
your family’s story: Is writing an exorcism or is it its own form of preservation?
The result is an extraordinary new contribution to the literature of the American
family, and a provocative and transformative meditation on who we become facing
loss.
The Interview Jan 18 2022 What are new interview methods and practices in our new
'interview society' and how do they relate to traditional social science research?
This volume interrogates the interview as understood, used - and under-used - by
anthropologists. It puts the interview itself in the hotseat by exploring the
nature of the interview, interview techniques, and illustrative cases of interview
use.What is a successful and representative interview? How are interviews best
transcribed and integrated into our writing? Is interview knowledge production
safe, ethical and representative? And how are interviews used by anthropologists in
their ethnographic practice?This important volume leads the reader from an initial
scrutiny of the interview to interview techniques and illustrative case studies. It
is experimental, innovative, and covers in detail matters such as awkwardness,
silence and censorship in interviews that do not feature in general interview
textbooks. It will appeal to social scientists engaged in qualitative research
methods in general, and anthropology and sociology students using interviews in
their research and writing in particular.
Research Interviewing May 10 2021 Interviews hold a prominent place among the
various research methods in the social and behavioral sciences. This book presents
a powerful critique of current views and techniques, and proposes a new approach to
interviewing. At the heart of Mishler's argument is the notion that an interview is
a type of discourse, a speech event: it is a joint product, shaped and organized by
asking and answering questions. This view may seem self-evident, yet it does not
guide most interview research. In the mainstream tradition, the discourse is
suppressed. Questions and answers are regarded as analogues to stimuli and
responses rather than as forms of speech; questions and the interviewer's behavior
are standardized so that all respondents will receive the same stimulus;
respondents' social and personal contexts of meaning are ignored. While many
researchers now recognize that context must be taken into account, the question of
how to do so effectively has not been resolved. This important book illustrates how
to implement practical alternatives to standard interviewing methods. Drawing on
current work in sociolinguistics as well as on his own extensive experience
conducting interviews, Mishler shows how interviews can be analyzed and interpreted
as narrative accounts. He places interviewing in a sociocultural context and
examines the effects on respondents of different types of interviewing practice.
The respondents themselves, he believes, should be granted a more extensive role as
participants and collaborators in the research process. The book is an elegant work
of synthesis--clearly and persuasively written, and supported by concrete examples
of both standard interviewing and alternative methods. It will be of interest to
both scholars and clinicians in all the various fields for which the interview is
an essential tool.
Doing Qualitative Research Differently Mar 08 2021 This is both a `how to' book
and one that critically reviews many of the assumptions, claims and methods of
qualitative research. Applying a psycho-social understanding of subjectivity to
research practice involves conceptualising researcher and researched as co-

producers of meanings in the research relationship. The authors use the notion of
the "defended subject" to indicate that people will defend themselves against any
anxieties in the information they provide in a research context. To interpret
interviewees' responses should entail developing a method in which narratives are
central, as should a strategy of interpretation in which interviewees' free
associations are given precedence over narrative coherence. The author
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Communication Research Methods Jul 24 2022 Communication
research is evolving and changing in a world of online journals, open-access, and
new ways of obtaining data and conducting experiments via the Internet. Although
there are generic encyclopedias describing basic social science research
methodologies in general, until now there has been no comprehensive A-to-Z
reference work exploring methods specific to communication and media studies. Our
entries, authored by key figures in the field, focus on special considerations when
applied specifically to communication research, accompanied by engaging examples
from the literature of communication, journalism, and media studies. Entries cover
every step of the research process, from the creative development of research
topics and questions to literature reviews, selection of best methods (whether
quantitative, qualitative, or mixed) for analyzing research results and publishing
research findings, whether in traditional media or via new media outlets. In
addition to expected entries covering the basics of theories and methods
traditionally used in communication research, other entries discuss important
trends influencing the future of that research, including contemporary practical
issues students will face in communication professions, the influences of
globalization on research, use of new recording technologies in fieldwork, and the
challenges and opportunities related to studying online multi-media environments.
Email, texting, cellphone video, and blogging are shown not only as topics of
research but also as means of collecting and analyzing data. Still other entries
delve into considerations of accountability, copyright, confidentiality, data
ownership and security, privacy, and other aspects of conducting an ethical
research program. Features: 652 signed entries are contained in an authoritative
work spanning four volumes available in choice of electronic or print formats.
Although organized A-to-Z, front matter includes a Reader’s Guide grouping entries
thematically to help students interested in a specific aspect of communication
research to more easily locate directly related entries. Back matter includes a
Chronology of the development of the field of communication research; a Resource
Guide to classic books, journals, and associations; a Glossary introducing the
terminology of the field; and a detailed Index. Entries conclude with
References/Further Readings and Cross-References to related entries to guide
students further in their research journeys. The Index, Reader’s Guide themes, and
Cross-References combine to provide robust search-and-browse in the e-version.
The Routledge International Handbook on Narrative and Life History Oct 23 2019 In
recent decades, there has been a substantial turn towards narrative and life
history study. The embrace of narrative and life history work has accompanied the
move to postmodernism and post-structuralism across a wide range of disciplines:
sociological studies, gender studies, cultural studies, social history; literary
theory; and, most recently, psychology. Written by leading international scholars
from the main contributing perspectives and disciplines, The Routledge
International Handbook on Narrative and Life History seeks to capture the range and
scope as well as the considerable complexity of the field of narrative study and
life history work by situating these fields of study within the historical and
contemporary context. Topics covered include: • The historical emergences of life
history and narrative study • Techniques for conducting life history and narrative
study • Identity and politics • Generational history • Social and psycho-social
approaches to narrative history With chapters from expert contributors, this volume
will prove a comprehensive and authoritative resource to students, researchers and

educators interested in narrative theory, analysis and interpretation.
An Applied Guide to Research Designs Jan 06 2021 The Second Edition of An Applied
Guide to Research Designs offers researchers in the social and behavioral sciences
guidance for selecting the most appropriate research design to apply in their
study. Using consistent terminology, the authors visually present a range of
research designs used in quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods to help
readers conceptualize, construct, test, and problem solve in their investigation.
The Second Edition features revamped and expanded coverage of research designs, new
real-world examples and references, a new chapter on action research, and updated
ancillaries.
Narrative Environments and Experience Design Oct 03 2020 This book argues
narrative, people and place are inseparable and pursues the consequences of this
insight through the design of narrative environments. This is a new and distinct
area of practice that weaves together and extends narrative theory, spatial theory
and design theory. Examples of narrative spaces, such as exhibitions, brand
experiences, urban design and socially engaged participatory interventions in the
public realm, are explored to show how space acts as a medium of communication
through a synthesis of materials, structures and technologies, and how particular
social behaviours are reproduced or critiqued through spatial narratives. This book
will be of interest to scholars in design studies, urban studies, architecture, new
materialism and design practitioners in the creative industries.
Cinema of Choice Jun 18 2019 Standard Hollywood narrative movies prescribe linear
narratives that cue the viewer to expect predictable outcomes and adopt a closed
state of mind. There are, however, a small number of movies that, through the
presentation of alternate narrative paths, open the mind to thoughts of choice and
possibility. Through the study of several key movies for which this concept is
central, such as Sliding Doors, Run Lola Run, Inglourious Basterds, and Rashomon,
Nitzan Ben Shaul examines the causes and implications of optional thinking and how
these movies allow for more open and creative possibilities. This book examines the
methods by which standard narrative movies close down thinking processes and
deliver easy pleasures to the viewer whilst demonstrating that this is not the only
possibility and that optional thinking can be both stimulating and rewarding.
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